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Abstract
We propose a new vision mechanism which can
saccadicly move its fixation point for detecting straight
lines within tlie image frame. Tliis system, askant
glance camera vision ( AGCV ) system, can extract
straight lines precisely around the fixation point and
ratlier coarsely at tlie periphery of the fixation point.
Tliis camera system works in such a way that tlie
fixation point catches tlie moving object by tlie
information of the center of b~avityof edges, and the
edges of tlie moving object can be extracted ratlier
finely than the edges of the sleeping object. Tliis system
demonstrates a model of tlie center - fine / peripheral coarse characteristics of human vision. This system is
constn~cted by a sub-system which uses extended
Hougli transform filnctions and another sub-system
which tracks an object and shifts its fixation point to tlie
center of gravity. In tliis paper, we show some
experimental results to sliow tlie performance of
AGCV system.

1 Introduction
Generally in digital image processing, the features
are extracted lio~nogeneouslyin space even when tlie
specific area or specific direction of the pattern in the
image is interested in [I]. In order to realize a prototype
system which has inhomogeneous characteristics for
feature extraction [2], we are going to constnlct a
mechanism, so - called " askant glance camera vision
( AGCV ) ", in tliis paper. As well known in tlie liuman
vision, feature extraction is executed in such a way tliat
lines are extracted precisely at the center of tlie glance
and coarsely at tlie periphery. The outline of
performance of AGCV is intended to realize just tlie
same of tliis human vision especially by using Hougli
transform.
Altliougli tlie AGCV system is an implementation of
tlie central - fine vision system, we enforced tliis
meclianism to introduce a dynamic tracking.
In this paper, we sliow the basic theory of tlie
extended Hougli transform ( EHT ), and introduce the
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basic configuration of AGCV system and how to track
the moving objects in a manner of askant glance.
Finally we present some experimental results to
demonstrate the effectivity of the AGCV system.
Although this camera vision imitates sidelong glance,
it is different from such a camera vision that pursues an
object by moving its camera head. AGCV system
extracts straight lines precisely around the fixation
point and rather coarsely at tlie periphery of tlie fixation
point in a software contrivance using an extended
Hougli transform ( EHT ) fiinction.
In section 3, we sliow the basis theory of EHT fiinction,
and in section 4, we show an example of AGCV system
which tracks moving objects. In section 5, the concept
of the askant glance is extended to the angular
sensitivity for line detection.

2 The Concept of AGCV System
We wish to compose tlie following AGCV system.
AGCV system is one of tlie center - fine / peripheral coarse camera vision systems that provides more
extremely accurate reco~mitionat the fixation point than
at the periphery. Tliis system is one of the realizing
methods, which ~{vemore exact recognition at moving
object around tlie fixation point. The concept of AGCV
system to realize ratlier exact recognition of moving
object around tlie fixation point is shown in Fig. I .
Therefore, we must extract a fixation point, tliat is the
center of gavity of moving object. We wish to realize a
characteristic that is more precise perception at tlie
fixation point. Then, we are realizing center - fine
characteristics by an above idea.

Fig.1 Concept of AGCV system.
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Fig.2 Diagram of tracking object.

AGCV system is made up of two parallel procedures,
one is the detection of the center of gavity at the
moving object and anotlier is the detection of edge
points as shown in Fig.2. The center of gravity of the
moving object is detected by subtracting the
background image from a set of continuous images, and
the edge points for Hougli transform are detected by
Sobel, binarization, erosion, dilatation, and thinning
operations.
Basing on these two procedures, we realized a
dynamical central - fine / peripheral - coarse line
detection without any modifications of the conventional
camera and computer arcliitectures.

Design of EHT for AGCV Systems

3
3.1

Conventional and Extended Hough Transform

A conventional Hough transfonn uses
In order to extend tlie fimctional expression of Hougli
transfonn, we have proposed the extended Hough
transfonn ( EHT ) functions [3]. Since EHT filnction
can be defined so that its new parameter space
to ( p ,8 ) space, it can
corresponds ho~neo~norphically
be noted that specifying functional expression of EHT
is equivalent to specifying sensitivity distribution of the
parameter space. Let the EHT filnction be expressed by

8(P,<) = x . ~ , ( P , < ) + Y . ~ * ( P , < ) . (2)
Parameters p and 5 in eq.(2) give new parameters,
one for a position and anotlier for an angle ( or
orientation ) of a straight line. In detail, the EHT
filnction can be defined as the following conditions.
Condition-1 : ,f;( p ,6) ,
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must be satisfied as the boundary conditions, where B
is given range of parameter p .

3.2 Warp Model of EHT
Suppose tliat two kinds of parameter spaces, ( p ,8 )
and ( p ,4) , are digitized homogeneously into I, x K
cells. Since the domain for ( p , 8 ) should be 0 5 8 < rr
and s s p < - , a Bn d t h e d o m a i n o f
2

2

( ~ r . 5 i)s I ) x ( ' , i t

is easily known tliat Ap. K: B = Ap . L: 17.
Therefore,
the relations between the cell size of Ap x A8 and
Ap x A< can be given by

Let the borders of cells be identified by ( p , ,8, ) and
( p , , g k )where /=0,1,2 ,..., L and k=0,1,2 ,..., K .
The well-regulated cell array ( / I , ,6, ) in (11, j )
space can be observed from the space ( p , 8 ) as
(R(p1,tk
),4(p1,tk)). This can be observed as a
skewed cell array in the (p,O) space, called warp
model of tlie transfonn fimction.
3.3

Designing AGCV Line Detector

Let S, be the fineness of resolution for the angular
parameter 4 and S, be the fineness of resolution for
the positional parameter R. Each one is defined by the

be a unique ( single - valued ) and continuous fi~nctions
A 4 and AR , respectively, and we defined the
of the parameters p and ,where ,f;2(k4g+,f:(kd+0. ratios of -
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Since eq.(8) can be modified by

4.1

based on the property given by eq.(7), the procedure to
derive an exact expression of the EHT fi~nctioncan be
expressed as follows.
(stepl) Let the required fineness of resolutions be
defined by giving the explicit fi~nctionsof p and 5 .
(step2) Let the differential equations given by S, and

S, in eq.(9) be solved under the constraint of the
Condition-I, -2, and -3.
(step3) Let the solutions R(p, and @(p,6) be the
explicit expression of the expected EHT function.
Let us suppose to desibn an EHT function of which
the fineness of resolution for the angular parameter is
constant and the fineness of resolution for the positional
parameter is decreasing as being defined by

c)

S, = 1 ,

Experiments and Considerations
Experiments for Toy Cars Extraction

Figure 3 is an example image for AGCV system
which tracks toy cars n~nningon the floor. They have a
texture of diamond pattern on the back. One is sleeping,
and another is n~nningaround in the image. The niunber
of image frames is 299. First, let the center point
(x,, y o )of the n~nningtoy car be extracted. The locus
of the center of gavity of the moving toy car is shown
in Fig.4. And the each point of the locus is sent
successively to AGCV line extraction module. The
recognition of the moving object can be executed
precisely as stated above. Fig.5 (a) shows the original
g a y image at frame 21 1. After extracting the edge
points from original grey image, as shown in Fig.5 (b),
they are processed by AGCV system together with the
information (x,, y,, ) . As shown in Fig.5 (c) , the line
patterns on the ntnning toy car were precisely extracted,
and those on the sleeping toy car were not sr~fficiently
extracted. Fig.5 (d) shows the result of segmentation
for each straight lines [3] [4].

(10)

The solutions
(12)

and

R(p.5 ) = f ~ , d p= p2 .

(13)

are the result. Thus, from this analytical result, it is
important to note here that the fineness of resolution for
the positional parameter to detect lines becomes fine
around the origin of the pattern space when the
transfonn fimction provided by

( a scene ot'contini~ousimages ; fiame 00 I )
Fig.3 An image of the moving toy cars used for the
experiment.

is used as the Hough transfonn fimction.
In order to realize a saccadic movement of the origin
to the fixation point (x, , y o ) in this Hougll mechanism,
a very simple shift operation of the coordinate system
would be sufficient, and a new transform fi~nction
jl" = ( X - x,,) - cos 5 + (y - y,,) . sin 5

(15)
coi~ldbe provided. In eq.(15) , n is for the adjustment
of sensitivity. This modification of the parameter space
(/I,); requires no augmentation of memory cost.
As a result, the Hough transfonn fimction, eq.(15),
can provide a typical central - fine 1 peripheral - coarse
characteristics for line detection.

1

(One toy car, existing at the h ~ e Part
r of the image
in Fig.3, is moving, and another one is sleeping.)
Fig.4 The locus o f the moving car.

(a) ori~+nalimage
(b) extracted edges
(a)
(b)
( c ) lines extracted by AGCV
(d) lines extracted by conventional Hough transfornl

( a ) original image
(b) extracted edges
( c ) extracted lines
(d) n~nningtoy car extracted in higher resolution
Fig.5 Results o f tracking moving toy car by AGCV
system ( frame 21 1 1.

4.2 Comparative Experiments
We can expect that the recobmition of lines around
the fixation point would become precise even when the
size of t l ~ eparameter space is restricted, because
AGCV systeln has a characteristic of recobmizing
precisely around the fixation point. Then, we compare
the AGCV with a conventional method which uses
usual Houg11 transfonn function of which parameter
size is 100 x 100. Fig.6 (a) is the original iinage of
frame 2 10. And Fig.6(b) is the extracted edges. Fig.6
(c) and (d) are the extracted lines by AGCV and by a
usual Hough transfonn, respectively.
Fig.7 shows the result of segmentation for the
extracted straight lines. Fig.7 (a) is the original image,
and Fig.7 (b) is the extracted edges. Fig.7 (c) and (d)
are the result of segmentation for the lines extracted by
AGCV and a conventional Hougll Transfonn,
respectively.

TIT

Fig7 Results of segmentation of lines ( frame 210 ).

5

Fine Line Detection at specified Angle
- an

extended askant glance -

In the same way, the above center tine detection
systeln by modifying positional sensitivity, we apply
the same concept to the specified angle [ 5 ] . Now we
pay attention to the detectional sensitivity of angle.
Then, S, defined by

is an example for the periodically continuous sensitivity
characteristics. r is the angle for the higher sensitivity.
m is an adjustment parameter of angle sensitivity.
Hough transfonn function,

is given by solving eq.( 16). Furthennore, eq.( 17)
becomes

by C=O. The sensitivity of line detection by this EHT
fi~nction( eq.(l8) ) is shown in Fig.8.
As shown in Fig.9, for the orik+nal image which is
generated by random noise, the lines directed for r ( =
0" ,45" ,90° ) are likely to be extracted by the
respective transfonn fi~nctionwith the parameters r ( =
0" ,45" ,90° ). Consequently, we could confinn that
the fine line detection of direction of the specified angle
was realized.
(a) original image
(b) extracted edges
(c) lines extracted by AGCV
(d) lines extracted by conventional Hough transfonn
Fig6 Results of AGCV compared with a conventional
Hough transform ( frame 210 ).

Fig8 Parameter space ( Warp Model ) of EHT function.

plural moving objects in the image is expected to
extend the applicabilities. Furthermore we would like to
find some practical application also of tlie extended
askant glance vision.
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Fig.9 An example of experiment t o detect lines of
specified angle.

6 CO~C~US~O~
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warp model of the extended Hough transform ( EHT ).
This camera vision system was confirmed to be robust
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